
lamps. Away to the soundless S, lightning flickered incessantly.
The Himalayan magic casts a spell that one seeks to renew. I made an experiment

in recent year. I accompanied several treks organized by Mountain Travel (Col.
Jimmy Roberts) out of Kathmandu to ola Khumbu and the Dhaulagiri- nnapurna
regions. With everything laid on, no worries about gear, custom, food supplie ,
route planning or porterage, one could relax fully. This was pure holiday,
unadulterated by the hard work and business di tractions that plague self-mounted
expeditions. Surely one could live in the pre ent, forgetting all before and after, a
never before?

nd the answer (for me at least) wa o. The relaxation won wa the wrong kind.
One could be happy, know enjoyment, feel at peace, but the real magic was not
experienced. Like' Providence' or all the other intangible that yield little to crutiny,
the magic of the present moment has to be won on initiatives taken by one elf, and in
the sweat of one's own brow, with attendant discomforts and dangers. The reward i
for him who accepts the penalty.

An 18th Century Swiss Journey

John Foster

(Edited by David atzler)

The wiss travel diary printed below ha been in the British Mu eum, as Additional
Ms. 17483, since it purchase from a dealer in ovember 1848 (and is published with
their permission). From the author's reference to his companion as 'Brother'
Wiedman and to Fulneck, the oravian Brethren's settlement near Pud ey in
Yorkshire, it has been possible, working from the records of the Moravian Brethren at
Bedford, to identify the author as one John Foster. The diary of the Bedford
congregation for 8 September 1787 record that 'in the Evening came the S[ingle)
Br[ other). John Foster back from his journey to Hernhuth &c. on mercantile Affairs,
& also the S. Br Wiedeman with him, in their way to Fulneck'. The brief visit to

witzerland d scribed below seems to have been in the nature of a fraternal vi it, a
often undertaken by Moravian Brethren at that time, rather than a commercial one.
We know nothing more of Foster, save that his brother William was a prominent
member of the Moravian community, and that his parents were gentry originating in
the West Indies.

The journey described here was in no sense an exceptional one at the time.
Tourism wa a leading industry in the Bernese Oberland and elsewhere; Watkins
records in his 'Travels through Switzerland' the comment of the innkeeper of the
Goldener Adler in Lucerne that 'summer was his only sporting eason and
Engli hmen his best game'.

Foster's account does however display certain particular qualities. While his little
di sertation on the life-history of glacier may confuse a modern reader, it represents
a thoroughly sensible and lucid analysis in the light of the then prevailing
preconception. The freshne s of his enjoyment of the brief walking tour in the
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Oberland compares favourably with the blase accounts of his contemporaries [vide
G .de Beer Alps and Men, 1932 and Travellers in Switzerland, 1949]. This lack of
affectation and occasional tone of moralizing give his narrative a special, perhaps a
Moravian, flavour. Finally, I believe that his 'ascent' of ChasseraI in theJura is the
first recorded by an Englishman-admittedly scarcely a major feat of alpinism l

John Foster's journal needs no further justification for being printed after almost
200 years of neglect than its value in reminding readers of the pleasures of Alpine
walking. Having been encouraged to follow Foster's footsteps, its editOr can vouch
for that.

On the journey I made thro' part of Switzerland [et aL] in the latter end ofJuly and
beginning ofAugust last, I did not attempt giving any written account of the country I
passed thro', not only forwantofsufficientleasure, but chiefly because Switzerland has
often been more ably described than would be in my power to do, and also because
I am persuaded that the most successfull attempts must be infinitely

inadequate to the subject. Having however received from many friends a hint that
some written account would not be unacceptable to them, I resolved to endeavor to
recollect some fragments of the multiplicity of natural wonders which in some parts of
this country distinguish every mile, in as far as I coud remember them & not so much
in hopes of succeeding, as in order to shew my willingness to conform to their desire.
Preliminarily however, I woup dis.swade all those whom the productions ofart please
more than those of nature from entering upon the subject; for in these Switzerland
does not excell; nor was it ever my intention or inclination to pay as much attention to
them as they perhaps deserve. This country on the contrary, with Savoy & Piedmont,
is far more replete with curiositys of nature than any other of Europe, or to say more,
it can with truth be asserted that a very small part of them contains more than all the
rest of Europe collectively.

We left Basel, the northwest frontier tOwn of Switzerland onJu[ly 28th] 1787. The
bad weather and heavy rains we had experienced alm[ost] all the way since
Herrnhut, were succeeded by as fine, clear, warm weather as I ever remember. The
simple, chearful & pleasing appearance of every person & every thing we saw,
reminded us that we had now escaped out of France into a free & happy country, in
every respect in contrast. The manner of travelling in Switzerland is expensive; for
their being no public carriages, one has only the choice of going on foot or taking a
hired carriage by the day, which advances slowly & costs two crowns pr day till it is
return'd home, & frequently one additional day of rest is charged. Our baggage
necessitated us to this last method as far as Bern. For the first 2 hours the country we
passed thro' was level, but then we enter'd a close & romantic valley between two
woody hills with a fine clear stream in the middle. At noon we came to Lauffen, a little
town famous for a victory gain'd there by the Swiss over the Burgundians, one of
those memorable events, where the brave forefathers of this nation vanquished
enemys many times more numerous than themselves, & thereby purchased the
independence, that has render'd them the most happy nation of the world.-Out of
the windows Of the house where we dined we had a prospect of the cataract of the
river, that would, as well as innumerable others, have afforded an excellent
landscape. After dinner the way led us two or three hours thro' the same valley that
we had partly passed in the forenoon, & then enter'd the famous Valley of Munster,
in German Munster Thai; & french Valais de Moutier. It is a pass ofabout two hours'
length this side Munster, & an hour and a half on the other side, extreemly narrow,
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with impending rocks on both sides, so high as in some places almost to reach the
clouds. ow and then they open a little, but directly become again 0 perpendicular
and even hanging over, that they almost close over, at the height of many hundred
foot. A river runns thro' the middle, forming an almost continual waterfall, the fall of
the valley towards Basel being very con iderable. The road has co t extreme labor
and difficulty, being hewn in some narrow places out of the rock; particulary in one,
where there is an inscription in memory of I think one of the Emperors, who caused it
to be made. Sometimes it keeps almost level with the water of the river, but at other
times rises, so that one sees the river below at a frightfull & perpendicular depth, We
walk'd thro' this valley & slept that night at Munster (Moutier) one of the worst built
towns in Switzerland, but with a tolerable inn, & ituated in a large opening of the
valley, as it were, in an amphitheatre of high hills. The next morning, as oon as we
had passed this plain, we walk' d thro' the remaining part of the valley, an hour and a
half in length which answers to the description of the part we had pa sed ye terday.
We coud not but observe the striking resemblance of the rocks on both ides, there
hardly being an indenture on the one, without a projection to an wer to it on the
other. At the end of the valley are two or three villages built in the Swiss manner, with
nearly flat roofs to the houses, of wood, & projecting several fOOl beyond the wall, I
suppose in order to render it convenient for the women to work in summer in open
air, & for security against the severe weather & heavy snows of the winter. At the top
of a high hill, the road led us thro' the Port Pertuis (German Felsenthor) a wide
passage cleft thro' a rock they ay by Julius Cesar, when he invaded Gaul. After
de cending this hill, the way passes thro' another long valley with high hills on both
side, and a river in the middle; but not in all parts so close & romantic a the Munster
Thal. At it end one a cends an exceeding high hill, from whence the pro pect
de erves particular description, being by far more triking than any I had ever een
before. We had also the good luck to enjoy it by uncommonlly] serene weather. Below
us was the view of the amazingly deep valley from which we had ascended, & in it
houses, small verdant meadows & the river running in a cavity between high
precipices; behind, it was bounded by exceeding steep, lofty and woody mountains.
Before u at the bottom of the hill where we stood, was the lake and town of Biel
(French-Bienne), more to the right, the lakes of Murten & Neuenburg (French-

eufchatell), & straight before u , the lower part of the Canton Bern. Far beyond all
these objects, the whole chain of the Alps from Mont Blanc in Savoy quite to t
GOllards Berg in ri were clearly visible, tho' at a great distance. They presented
themselves to u now for the fir t time, & with a maje ty of which no description can
give an idea. The snow that covers their upper half being shone upon by the sun
appear'd exceeding bright, & tho' the di tance wa manifestly 0 great, their height
rai ed itselfso far above the horizon, that one coud hardly per uade oneself that they
were in the same world. There is another material difference between the Alps & any
other chain of mountains I have ever seen. For generally when beheld from a great
distance, the surface of the summits ofothers seems almost plain; on the contrary the
Alps terminate in spiral pinacles composing one third or fourth of the whole height.
This renders their appearance by far more wild and majestic. After we had long
beheld this view with an amazement that at first seems to make the blood run cold, we
descended the hill to Biel, a neat town delightfully situated at the head of the lake of
the same name. The accomodation was, as in most places of Switzerland excellent;
we dined with the landlord, the mo t chearful companion I think I ever knew. He
she\v'd us the list of traveller that had pas ed ince a certain time. They were very
numerou ,& most of them English, for whom he had a predilection. After dinner we
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proceed d ix hours to POnt de Thiel. (German-Zielbrllcke) a village at the head of
the lake I eufchatel, with a handsome stone bridge over a stream which runns out of
this lake into that of Biel; distant about a quarter of a mile from Montmirail. On the
road between Biel & this we passed near & aw Murten, a town on the lake also so
call'd, famous for a 'ignaJ victory there gain'd by a few Swiss over a numerous army
of Burgundians, The former ('irst on their knees imploring the Divine aid, overcame
with prodigious loss of the Burgundians, insomuch that afterwards their bones were
ollected & fill'd a large house for the purpose. Thi still stands in memory of this

decisive baltic, which discouraged the French ever after from hostilly entering
Switz rland, & proved the seal of their republican governmelll, that wa earn'd by
prodigys of valor, & has made them Aourish ever since & aquire th mOst compleat
degree of national happiness.

Vile were sorry that it was already dark when we arrived at Pont de Thiell, but went
about 7 the next morning to Montmirail. This settlement is a pleasant lilllc estate,
consisting of paslLlrage & vinyards, with a single roomy house for the Girls
Oeconomy. d lightfully situated on a rising ground above the lake, & distanl about
two hour from the town Neufchatell. It fronl commands a prospect of th lake &
great pan of the lower Canton of Bern, t rminating with th Alps, which are visible
quite to Mont Blanc & t B rnaI'd, the lall I' parting avoy from Piedmont. Behind
Montmirail are the moullls Chaumont and hasseral ( rman Gessler Berg) parts
of the chain alld Jura. The C irls who were some years ago only I I, are now 31 in
number, and live agreably, and to all appearance very contentedly. in three rooms.
divid d promiscuously, not as in other 0 conomys separaled according to ages.
They are attended·by three married Brethren & Sisters, besides twO Single Sister 111

each room. The Brethren & Sister Curie, ObermLiller & Voullaire received us
kindly, made u· a second breakfast, shewd us the hou e and its several room, &
entertain'd us as well as the short time would permit, for we were to sett offin about3
hour, in order to reach Bern that day. During this intervall, Br Voullaire had
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resolved and made himself ready to accompany us to the Alps, his and Br Wideman' s
agreable company tended to double every pleasure, & sweeten whatever else might
have appear'd uncomfortable on our future journey.

We dined at Aarberg, a town on an island form'd by two branches of the large and
rapid river Aar. This river rises in the Glaciers on mount farca, & receiving the
Reichenbach, & many other streams out of the Glaciers, runns thro' the lakes Brientz
& Thun, then thro' Bern & Solothurn, & above Basel falls into the Rhine. In
summer, when much water melts from the snows & glaciers in the Alps, it is very full
and rapid; this was particularly the case at present, on account of the uncommon
warmth of the weather. In the evening we reach'd Bern, but as we spent more time
there in returning, I shall omit any description at present. The next morning it
thunder'd, lightned &rain'd. The rain continued all the way to Thun, five hours
distant from Bern, & prevented us from enjoying the fine country, and prospect of the
Alps that now began sensibly to approach. The inhabitants of this country without
being overgrown rich, are all wealthy, and possess neat and well cultivated farms. We
also here began now & then to meet some of the people out of the Upper Alps, dress'd
in the manner usual in some places there, the old men too with long white beards.

Thun is a prospering town, situated at the head of the lake of the same name. This
lake may be consider'd as the separation between the lower or more level parts of the
Canton Bern to the north, & the upper parts, entirely occupied by prodigious
mountains on the south. It is five hours long & one and a half in its greatest breadth,
surrounded on all sides by pointed hills, some so high that the snow was on them still
at this late season. On account of their roughness & steep ascent, this pass is by land
only practicable on foot or horse, & then not without difficulty. We follow'd the usual
practice of travellers in taking a boat, which is extreemly safe & pleasant, except in
stormy weather. However we were inform'd that a company of 17 persons had been
lost not many weeks before, partly by the imprudence of crowding so many into a
small boat & partly by some women in it, who seeing the danger, were too anxious to
be able to sit still, & thus oversett the boat, within sight of many spectators whom the
steepness of the shore prevented from lending assistance. As we were crossing the
lake the clouds began to divide, & thro' their opening we now & then discover'd parts
of the higher snow mountains. We landed on the other side of the lake, near a little
place call'd Unterseen. To the south of the lakes Thun & Brientz the carriage roads
cease, excepting three ways running to the distance of 3 hours up the valleys; but
beyond, the passage is absolutely impracticable, except by footways, that go as far up
the country as till the snows & glaciers cut off all possibility of proceeding straight
southwards. We had accordingly left our baggage in Bern, & provided ourselves in
Thun with a guide.

From U nterseen we had to pass a valley of 3 hours length leading to Lauterbrunn,
where we were delighted beyond what I am able to express by the picturesque
appearance of the steep ascents on both sides with pinacles of rocks r~aching the
clouds, the fertile meadows fed upon by fine cattle in the valley, the Schwarze
Lutchine, a stream rising in the Glacier by Lauterbrunn, & running thro' the bonom
with the impetuosity of as it were a continual cataract, & above all by the simple &
pastoral life & manner of the people. It agreably surprizes' one, in a country that at
first sight might seem impassable by any mortal, to find inhabitants, who enjoy in as
far as depends on outward circumstances, more happiness than perhaps any nation
in the world. The evening now began to advance, & the clouds that had hover'd over
us all day, drew towards the horizon, & left the sky clear in the middle. This afforded
a most striking view of the summit of theJungfrow or Virgin Alp, so call'd from the
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beautiful white appearance of the masses of snow that form its top & terminate in a
sharp point. Now the lower parts being cover'd with theclouds, & the snowy pinacle
projecting above them, at the same time manifestly very distant, & yet so elevated,
form'd such a strange appearance that one might have held it for a phenomenon in
the heavens. About an hours distance from Lauterbrunn we saw & passed the
Sousbach, a strong stream of water, pouring down from a steep & rugged mountain
with prodigious noise and impetuosity. It now became quite night, particularly in the
close & deep valley where we were. This afforded us a view of the Jungfrow Alp in
another, of which I lament that description can give but a very faint idea. You must
represent our situation in a deep valley, with high & steep mountains on both sides,
and at the same time dark night, so that from both reasons one coud have concluded it
to be naturally impossible to have seen any thing beyond these hills that inclosed us.
But the top oftheJungfrow from its immense height was visible behind them, and at
the same time enjoy'd clear daylight, so that it presented itself in a most glorious &

astonishing manner. Its color was a fiery yellowish red, occasioned by the setting sun
shining on the snow.

It was about nine o'clock when we arrived at Lauterbrunn, where being inform'd
that the Minister of the place accomodates strangers, we went to his house, & were
obligingly received. Besides other advantages, one here enjoys, out of its windows, a
fine view of the famous Staubbach waterfall.

Early in the morning August 1st we rose, & were charm'd to find that the weather
was exceeding fair, & the air so clear as I never saw it in England. After breakfast
before we sett out, we went to take a view of the Staubbach cataract. It fa,ll down
from a perpendicular rock, rather projecting at the top and of such height that before
the stream reaches the ground, it descends in a fine rain. One circumstance adds
greatly to its curiosity, for at the hour when we were there, that is between eight and
nine o'clock, the sun standing straight opposite to the waterfall, forms a compleat
rainbow of the most lively colors. The same is the case with the moon, when she
stands in a like position. Almost close to the Staubbach is another waterfall,
descending from a part of the rock projecting more at the top, and accordingly
forming a greater arch; so that I passed quite dry betwixt this stream, and the rock
from the summit of which it descends.

From Lauterbrunn, where the valley we had come from Thun thro', closes, &
terminates in a Glacier, there is a southwest passage into the Pais de Valais (German
Walliserland) over the Glaciers & a mountain call'd Gemmi, but only passable with
great difficulty & danger, so that most travellers are carried in certain places by the
natives, the women frequently with a cloth tied round their eyes, in order not to be
able to see the horror of the tremendous precipices, along side of which the footpath is
not a foot wide, with another precipice above, often projecting rather forwards above
the footpath. Our intended way led us more in a southeast direction, over a large &
high mountain call'd Klein Scheidec, forming the foot or groundwork of the
Jungfrow & Eickert Alps, of full 4 hours steep ascent from Lauterbrunn, & 3 hours
descent to Grundelwald. The first hour was particularly exceeding steep, & had the
path not been somewhat spiral, not far differing from a precipice; but when we had
passed this part, ~e came to large open pasture grounds, which occupy almost all the
lower hills, & extend on the foot and sides of the higher, till close up to the ice and
snow. The sun shines upon them at times extreemly hot as was the case at present, but
in wet cool weather, it snows in all times of the year. They told us that three weeks
before we were there, the whole ground had been cover'd with snow. In the winter
time they are quite forsaken, but for some months in the summer herds of many
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hundred cows & goats feed upon {hem & many inhabitant of the valley remove
thither & erect huts convenient for making cheese. Their food during thi lime
consist" olely of milk, eream & chee e, for bread is rarely to be found. These aloe 0

excellent in ,heir kind & so nourishing, thal this food makes them the mo t fre h
color'd healthy & strong people I ever saw.
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27 Lowtr Grindtlwald glacitr
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When we had ascended three hours, we came to an enormous heap ofsnow that lay
collected under a precipice. A stream of water descending from this precipice had
perforated a cavity thro' the snow, which by the admission of the warm air was
become so large and wide, that I enter'd it and was able to proceed 20 or 30 steps quite
upright, & was almost wetted thro' the cloaths by the fast rain that the melting of the
snow occasioned. This place gave me a lively idea of the snow houses in Labrador &
other northern countrys & seems extraordinary enough on the first of August in
intensly hot weather. Near this place we refresh'd ourselves with a bowl of cream &
another of milk & after an hour & a halfascent from hence, reach'd the summit of the
part of the mountain call'd Scheidec, & sat down close to the snows that line the
Jungfrow. The appearance of this country is so wild & tremendous, that I belie if a
person who had never heard ofSwitzerland coud at once be transported hither from a
plain country, he would as soon believe himself in the moon, as in the same world he
had seen before. Every now & then we heard as it were the report of thunder, or of the
firing of many cannons at a distance, occasion'd by the fall of Schneelowen, that is
masses of snow, which the heat of the sun cracks and looses from the edges of
precipices towards the tops of the mountains; they then roll down with a noise &
impetuosity proportion'd to their size, & to the height of their fall. Sometimes they
are hear'd at the distance of many hours, & have been known of such bulk, as to fill a
whole valley at a time, or cover a village; & in this case houses or whatever objects
happen to be near, are, solely by the pressure of the air it occasions, removed to a
considerable distance, as by an earthquake. Not long before we were there one of
them cover'd some houses at the extremity of a village.

After advancing a little farther we dined in one of the above mention' d hovels, on
cream milk & cheese, with a little bread we had taken with us. This meal was cooling,
refreshing & delicious, beyond the conception of those who have never tasted Swiss
milk, & who have never experienced what it is to climb a steep ascent of 4 hours in a
burning hot day. In the afternoon we descended close alongside of the Eickert &
Mettenberg to Griindelwald. We here went upon the Glacier, which descending
between the Mettenberg & Wetterhorn Alps, comes down close to this village. As
frequent mention has been made of the Glaciers, it might be well to insert a word
concerning their nature & origin, as it seems most probable to me; a subject on which
much has been written & disputed. It has been already mention 'd that the Alps or at
least those of these parts, terminate in pointed, inaccessible pinacles or cones, some of
which are some thousand feet high, & form a considerable part of the whole
mountain. The greatest part of these pinacles are too perpendicular to admitt of the
snow that falls upon them in abundance at all times of the year, settling on their sides;
the snow accordingly collects in masses of unknown depth, but certainly some
hundred foot in the parts between the pinacles, which parts tho' deep valleys
comparatively to them, cannot properly be called so, being still immensely elevated
from the foot of the mountain. Now in such of these valleys as are sufficiently high to
be ou t of the way of the changes of weather & effect of the sun, the snow generally
remains in its original state; but in the lower part, where it is subjected to thaws, rains
& the heat of the summer sun, it is thereby changed into a hard icy substance. This
upon level parts of the mountain, is of a more smooth surface, & is term' d an ice sea;
but upon a steep descent is rugged, uneven, & composed ofas it were, rising grounds,
craggs, & precipices; & is then called a Glacier. These are different in size, some
many miles in length & breadth, others less than one. They always during the whole
summer emitt from their lowest part a stream of water proceeding from their
continual melting which from large Glaciers is equal to a moderate river. When near
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28 Lower GriTldelwald glacier, 1720

to them, or upon them, an impetuou wind rushing out of them is peceptible, more or
less in proportion to the degree of theit" melting; I suppose occasion'd by the air
confin'd in the ice, rushing out as the ice di solves. Some of them are passable, tho'
slippery descents, chasms & precipices render it always difficult. As a proof of the
danger that sometimes attend such an attempt, may serve the following instance;
that happend to the innkeeper of the house at Griindelwald where we slept, & wa
related to us by him elf. About 3 weeks before, in coming with his set"vant and ome
goat from one ide of the Weuerhorn over a G lacier, when he wa standing upon the
edge of it, a piece of ice 29 foot long & 8 broad, broke off underneath him from the
edge of the rest of the Glacier, & fell with him down a precipice of ice 64 fOOL high, into
an abyss, surrounded on all sides by insurmountable cliffs of ice. Tho' the senses are
naturally stunn'd by so great a fall, & tho' his arm was broke by a fragment of i e
falling over him, yet he had presence of mind to discover, & strength of body to
execute the only possible method of escape. There Aows under every Glacier a stream
of water proceeding from what continuaJly melts, which together with the entering
warm air, forms a large cavity, that naturally must terminate at its lowest part. To this
stream he entrusted himself, & by some means swam or waded thro' it under the ice
of the whol G lacier for 130 foot, till he came out on the other side; then after passing
a field of ice two hours in length, came home to GriindelwaJd. In order to aUest with
certainty this most amazing & seemingly incredible occurrence, the Government of
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Bern sent to have the height of the fall measured, & found it 64 foot, & the length of
the Glacier under which he passed, & found that 130 foot; every thing else proved also
exactly corresponding to the description of himself & the man who was with him
when he fell; upon which he was honor'd with a handsome reward. At the time we
saw him, his arm was nearly recovered. We saw & examined the next day the same
place, & as far as the distance we were at woud allow, found it answer the description.
Before we leave the subject of the Glaciers, we will still insert a few observations
relative to them, which occurred to me partly upon seeing them, & partly upon
mature reconsideration of the subject. Tho' it seems indisputable that the most
effective cause of the origins of the Glaciers is the one already mentioned, namely the
falling of the snow from the upper parts of the mountain, yet may not the following
cause also sometimes co-operate? We may see in England when in frosty weather a
current of water trickles down a bank, it will by degrees cover with an incrustation of
ice, the eapth or stones or whatever is under it. And if it is smooth, the surface of the
ice will also be a more even descent; but if it be rugged, then the ice will also be
proportionably so. Now this is an exact representation of a Glacier in miniature; and
may it not be presumed that this concretion must take place in the same manner, tho'
in a proportionably greater degree, with those streams that descend from springs of
water on the higher parts of the Alps, where there are any. But that this is not the
general cause of the Glaciers is plain, because most of them are manifestly composed,
not of solid ice, but of a concretion of snow, & therefore cannot have been form'd
solely, tho perhaps partially, by the congealing of a current of water.

Now to enter a little into the much disputed question, whether the Glaciers
increase or decrease. Many, especially those who speculate on the subject without
ever having seen them incline to the former opinion; because, they say, when the
Mountain first existed there were no Glaciers, & the formation of such a prodigious
mass of them since then plainly evinces their increase. Others again, whose authority
seems indisputable from their seeing the Glaciers daily, assert from actual
observation that they do sensibly decrease. For my part I believe that both opinions
may alternatively be right, according as for a course of seasons the summers have
been hot, or the years snowy. But I am persuaded, that taking one century with the
other, the Glaciers neither sensibly decrease nor increase, but continue nearly in the
same state. Because, it is a known truth that the cold is proportionable to the
elevation, therefore the masses of snow on the upper regions will be in a continual
state of increase, while the lower Glaciers each year decrease. The increase in the
higher regions must be constant, because their snows are unaffected by any change of
weather or season. On the highest accessible pinades of Savoy, the thermometer has
been found to stand under the freezing point in the middle of a fine day in August. It
is therefore to be supposed, that hardly any moisture can ever there exist otherwise
than in a congealed state. But then, when the upper snows are by the constant supply
accumulated to a certain degree, they will, wherever they find, or by t.heir growth
form a slope, preponderate & fall down in masses, which will again restore the
decrease of the Glaciers below. And this supply will upon the whole be proportionable
to their melting. For tho' after a course of snowy years and cool summers, the falling
masses of snow & the concretion of descending streams' have overballanced their
decrease, yet upon the return of warmer summers & less falls of snow, the melting will
be as much greater, to which in their augmented state they will be more liable, by
projecting lower into the valleys, & accordingly into a milder temperature. On the
other hand, after a decrease by means of a succession of dry warm seasons & strong
south winds, which operate powerfully upon them, they will have receded to a higher
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part, & thereby be less liable to melt, & consequently augment the faster by means of
the falling masses from above & the congealing of streams. Thus I do conjecture, that
supposing the Glaciers were at once to be annihilated, others woud for a course of
ages increase, till they had attain'd their present state, that is, till they had occupied
all those places where their supply keeps pace with their decrease, & then woud only
alter temporarily, according to the nature of the seasons.

But to return. . As to the situation ofGrundelwald it lies in a valley between the
Klein Scheidec to the west & the Gross Scheidec to the east. Towards the Northwest
runns a narrow valley quite to the lake of Thun. To the southeast are the upper &
lower Grundelwald Glaciers already mention'd to come quite close to the village. On
one side of these is the Alp Mettenbergjoining the Klein Scheidec, & on the other the
Wetterhorn joining the Gross Scheidec. Behind these Glaciers is the Fisherhorn, a
high flattish summit, cover'd with an amazing thickness of snow, terminating on the
side towards Grundelwald in a tremendous precipice. Along the side of this was
formerly a passage to the Pais de Valais, but many years ago the fall of an amazing
mass of snow fill'd up a valley on the way, & render'd it ever since impracticable.
Some old men with whom I spoke still remember it, & said that the thickness of snow
on the precipice of the Fisherhorn far exceeded the height of the tallest church steeple.
Far behind the Fisherhorn & Wetterhorn, is the Schreckhorn Alp, reckon'd by most
the highest of all the Alps, tho' some pretend tha~ the Montblanc in Savoy is higher.
Its enormous elevation, its pointed top, craggy & perpendicular sides, & the snows &
ice that render even the foot of its pinnacle inaccessible within near six hours, make its
appearance awfull & tremendous. The space between the Wetterhorn & Schreckhorn
is occupied in the parts nearer the former by an ice sea of about 20 English miles in
length and breadth, but nearer the Schreckhorn are fields & mountains of snow that
manifestly far exceed those on the Fisherhorn. We had a clear view of these majestic
objects the next morning, when we left Grundelwald & ascended the Gross Scheidec;
& observed as a proofof the height of the Schreckhorn, that the Klein Scheidec, which
we had hardly been able yesterday to ascend in four hours time, appear'd exceeding
little in comparison to it, & scarce considerable enough to be term'd its foot. The
Gross Scheidec is considerably higher than the Klein Scheidec, so that tho' we set out
early in the morning, we did not reach its summit till noon. We then made a dinner of
milk, cream & cheese as yesterday. The man with whom we dined shew'd us his
storehouse of cheeses, where there were abundance of the best sorts. All the forenoon
we had been passing along side of the Wetterhorn, of which the Gross Scheidec is the
foot; but in the afternoon we were even with the Schwartzwald Glacier on the east
side of the Wetterhorn, where the Reichenbach rises, which I shall have occasion to
mention again. It was hereabouts that our guide miss'd his way, so that we wander'd
about for a long time among craggs & steep ascents & descents, intersected every
where with torrents of water partly impassable & partly to be cross'd only with
difficulty. At last however we came again to our right track, that led us thro'. the Hasli
ThaI. On our right hand we had the Rosselaui Glacier, one of the largest, & on
account of its blue color, of the most beautiful in Switzerland. The upper part of it
connects with the ice sea. We here also saw a most admirable waterfall, of full three
times the perpendicular height of the Staubbach.

In the Hasli ThaI we were told, live the descendants of a colony of Swedes who
formerly settled there, & indeed we thought we could trace the resemblance of that
nation in the appearance of some of the inhabitants. There is also a sort of christal
found in these parts, a piece of which I bought at Grundelwald & still possess. The
descent from the top of the Gross Scheidec to Meyringen, the place where we were to
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reach that night is full five hours. The last hour is the steepest descent of any we had
yet passed. About an English mile from Meyringen we went a lillle out of our way to
see a cataract of the Reichenbach, reckon'd the most remarkable one in all
Switzerland. This large & violent stream rushes down a perpendicular fall of several
hundred foot with a violence that makes it to be heard at a distance that might seem
incredible. From afar it has the apprearance of a mist or round cloud hanging on the
side of the hill, occasion'd by the rain it sprinkles so far that you perceive it at the
distance of two hundred foot, & so abundantly that standing close to its edge, I was
wened thro' & thro'. This is the more astonishing, as the water falls into a deep abyss
lined with walls of rocks, so that the drops must ascend to a great height, before they
can emerge out of the abyss. From this we went down to Meyringen; where we were
comfortably lodged in a good inn, that enjoy'd on one side the pro pect of the
Reichenbach cataract, & the summit of the Wetterhorn, & on the other side, of two
waterfalls toat we also went to see. They descend almost close to one another: the one
has more water, but the other descends from a greater height; they are both so
admirable, that one is at a loss which to prefer.

As we were now arrived to what may be considered the extremity of our journey, I
take occasion to make a few observations concerning the manners & situation of the
country, not referring to any part in particular.

Some hundred years ago, at the time when the Swiss, by the manifest aid of God,
shook off the yoke of the Imperialists, they were the most robust & valliant, & at the
same time the most moral & godly of all people of their age, nationally consider'd.
Tho' it is a lamentable truth that the infectious poison of French manners has
materially influenced many of their towns & in particular Bern, yet in some parts, as
Uri, Schweitz, Unterwalden, & other democratical cantons, admirable remains of
the manners of their forefathers are extant. They are friendly, benevolent & lead a
simple & pastoral life. The old men, vigorous & healthy, have a venerable
appearance, a fresh fair color & long snow white beards. The younger men are well
made, tall, & strong. I have seen them for instance with ease & agility mount &
descend steep mountains of several hours over, carrying a cheese of above 70 pound
weight. The Girls, as fresh as a rose, are modest without an affected shyness, &
chearfull without the giddy volatility of the French. If ask'd a question, they first
think, & then return a deliberate sensible answer, with a decent confidence that
testifies their simplicity & innocence. They wear large straw hallS, often adorned with
some natural flowers or ears of corn; and their long hair is planed in two tails,
hanging sometimes almost to the ground. Persons of a great age are, as in the
patriarchal times, held in great estimation, and are universally term'd fathers &
mothers. This happy country has now enjoy'd a long series of peace, & is free from
the equally prejudicial evils of poverty or overgrown riches.

At Meyringen we were about twenty hours distant from the famous Se Gonards
berg in Uri, the highest ofall the accessible mountains of Europe, tho' not near equal
to the Schreckhorn. From the confines of Italy we were distant only about 30 English
miles. There is a pass from Meyringen thither, practicable with mules over the Forca.
This mountain unites the two chains of the Alps, one of which runns south of the Pais
de Valais, separating it from Italy, & the other north· of it, seperating it from
Switzerland. Having passed along these, we came often very near the Pais de Valais.
This country is a free province, allied to Switzerland, of a long & narrow shape
consisting of only one single valley. Thro' it flows the River Rhone, which rises on
Mount Forca, & is nourish'd by the Glaciers on both sides of the Pais de Valais. All
this may be seen clearly by consulting a map.
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With such a field before me of unseen, & yet no less wonderfull parts than those we
had pass'd already. I could hal'dly prevail upon myself 10 turn back, but the many
circumstances, & in particular want of time compell'd me to it for the presen!. I
reluctantly did it, & with the resolution, that ifit shoud please God to preserve me for
a course of years in my present health & spirits, I woud endeavour 10 make it possible
once again 10 visit these parts, & not only nearer explore what I have this time
cursorily passed over, but also endeavour 10 penetrate into those parts, which for t1~e

present shortness of time forbad me to think of. For an undertaking like this it would
be requisite, that no one of the company should either shun ever so tediou difficultys,
or incline to giddyness, which woud render some places inadvisable & really
dangerous, that are by no means so to those not so disposed.

In the morning, August 3rd, we set out from Meyringen, with continued fine clear
weather, thro' the pleasant valley that stretches from Meyringen 10 the lake of
Brientz. On the way we passed by three falls of streams of water, equal to moderate
rivers, down perpendiculars of several hundred foo!. One was particularly
remarkable, being broke in the middle of the fall by a projection of the rock, &
thereby divided inlO 2 equal streams, that continue their fall to the botlOm in paralell
lines.

We arrived at the lake of Brientz about nine o'clock, & cross'd it in a boa!. It is
three hours in length, but not one in breadth, &Iike that ofThun, surrounded by
high craggy mountains, with snow on their lOps: their sides are beautifully
interspersed with houses and villages. From the end of this lake we had about an
hour's walk 10 that ofThun. We dined at Unterseen, the place where this way joins
the one we had pass'd in coming; in the afternoon cross'd the lake ofThun, & reach'd
that town in the evening. It was still light enough for us to take a view of the church
yard, where the elevated situation affords an admirable prospect of the lake & the
Alps behind. We were here very well accomodated & the next forenoon walk'd 10

Bern; the day was clear & pleasant & the heat extreme, We spent the afternoon in
viewing this elegant, opulent & well built town. It is situated on-a round hill, almost
surrounded by the river AaI'. The streets are broad, & the foot pavement on both sides
shelter'd from the rain, by the upper storys of the houses projecting beyond the lower
one. This at the same time affords the inhabitants conveniency for working out of
doors, a custom very usual here. The terass is magnificent & commands a noble view
of the Alps. When the sun setts, on a clear summer evening, its rays reflected from
their snows, give every object a red ish cas!. We slept here that night, and as
Montmirail had pleased us so well, and we had been there so short a time, we resolved
to accompany Br Vouillaire thither the next day, tho' it was considerably out of our
road. We reach'd it in the afternoon, & mutually rejoiced with our friends there at
meeting again. As it is usual for the married Brethren and Sisters to dine and sup at
one table with the Single Sisters & Girls, and as the evening was very pleasant, they
lOok the tables out of the dining room & placed them under an avenue.of nut trees
adjoining 10 the house. We here supp'd most agreeably with the whole company,
about forty in number. Afterwards we attended their evening meeting, where the
texts for the day were read in German & French, and some verses in both languages
sung. They were also kind enough to provide us a good night's lodging.

I had heard a very tempting description of the Chasseralthe highest pinacle of the
Jura mountains, & accordingly after breakfasting at 5 o'clock, lOok leave of this dear
place & set out thither with a guide. It has four hours not very steep ascent, & the
prospect from it is indeed. glorious; but a thickness in the air prevented me from
enjoying it perfectly. In a clear day the lake of Biel, with the little island on it once
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inhabited by Rousseau, and the lakes Murten, Neufchatel, Thun & Geneva, as also
the Alps are discernable. Towards Alsace the prospect i also extensive. I made a
dinner, a upon the Alps, on four large vessels of milk & one of cream, and in the
evening rcach'd Biel, where I again met with Br Wideman, who had stay'd over noon
at Monmirail. As we had in coming passed thro' the valley ofMunster, we resolved to
return by way of Soluthurn, (French·Soleure) the capital of the canton of the same
name. There we dined the next day, & ascended the steeple of the handsome new
church, where there is in clear weather a fine view of the Alps. By thi opportunity I
will just observe that in very clear air the Alps are discernable near Strasburg the
capital of Alsace, tho' upwards of 150 English miles distant.

At noon the following day we reach' d Basel, and during our stay there of a day and
a half were agreeably entertain'd by Br Zaeslin & his numerous family, Br Lindez,
Sulgar, Merian, Raillard's & other friends. On the 10th of August we continued our
journey, and it was with regret that [ left this country, which pleases me above all
others, & infinitely exceeded my warmest expectations. Excepting a previous
agreable visit to some friends in Strasburg, [ now had the uncomfortable prospect of
being for three weeks disgusted with the vanity & immorality of France. At the same
time, however the hope cheer'd me, at their expiration, of revisiting my native
England, dear to me on every account, but most so, as containing in different parts of
it, particularly Bedford & Fulneck, so many deservedly esteemed relations & friends.

Cirques and canons of the Pyrenees

J. G. R. Harding

When first I came to the Pyrenees it was summer. We traversed the plains of Navarre,
ascended the foothills of Aragon and camped in the gorge of Ordesa, Spain's
principal Pyrenean National Park. For this is the land of the Spanish canons-Ara,
Arrazas and Niscle. And these are canons in the true sense. Glaciers and rivers have
dissected the limestone block of the Central Pyrenees carving the vertiginous ravines
with their prodigious waterfalls that are now the wonder of the Canons Espagno!s.
From the head of the Arrazas valley we climbed Perdido, Mt. Perdu, The Lost One,
third peak of the Pyrenees and culmination of the Massif Calcaire. North of that
summit though invisible from it, lay the three great Cirques of the
Pyrenees-Gavarnie, Estaube and Troumousse- scarred N faces of the southern
canon. There I determined that one day I would lift the veil on these legendary
cirques. But the first attempt to do so in winter on ski was cut short by an avalanche
tragedy under the Petit Vignemale.

That was in 1979. In 1980, I planned to complete that same ski
traverse-Cauterets to Bareges via the Rio Ara and the Three Cirques. Two of last
year's survivo·rs, Jean·Pierre Leire the Montagnard Pau hotelier and myself, were
joined by Waiter Good of the Swiss Avalanche Research Institute, Davos and Alan
Wedgwood anchorman of many past adventures. To catch the good weather-most
elusive phenomenon of the Pyrenees-I resolved to start in late April fully 6 weeks
later than my firsl. Pyrenean ski tour 6 years before.
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